Online Trading
Doing your own trades direct with the
markets. Keeping commissions and
charges to a minimum. Letting your
online trading platform do the
monitoring work for you 24/7.

Graphs and Charts
Technical analysis of share
movements is vital to our decisions.
Learning how to utilize all the
signals and indicators available on
your charting package is easy.

CALL Options
An ongoing income from your shares
portfolio is generated using covered
call writing. Learn the other
strategies we can use Call
options to capitalize with.

PUT Options
The markets and shares go down as
well as up. PUT options allow us to
trade the downside as well as
insuring & protecting our positions.

LEAP Options
LEAPS are long-term options
which give us cheaper positions
with huge LEVERAGE &
maximum insurance.

Candlestick Trading.
Trading the markets with candlestick
charts maximizes the information we
can work with. Learning to utilize
candle charts makes your trading
decisions so much easier.

Options Spread Trading
Generating profits with no outlay
A very lucrative strategy in
any type of market with multiple
strategies to choose from.

T.I.C.N.
T.I.C.N.
At TICN our learning philosophy is
driven by three distinct aims:
Making it SIMPLE
One of the core values of TICN is the commitment to
making investment education simple, fun, and easily
accessible to anyone. Knowledge in itself has little value,
unless it is understood well and used effectively. At TICN
we are constantly on the lookout for new and better ways
to learn, retain and reuse our knowledge. We use the
latest technologies, products and solutions wherever
possible to simplify the process of learning and to allow
more people and clubs to benefit from our education.
Making it REAL
Our educational programs are designed to bridge the gap
between theory and the real world through extensive use
of real-life scenarios and actual examples. All of our
educational offerings are taught by well respected
professionals and experts with years of real world
experience in the field. Our curriculum is "Designed by
Investors, for Investors" to ensure that we deliver the
right content at the right levels to the right audience. Our
philosophy of "Making it Real" for the customer means the
experience you get at our training is as close as you can
get to the real thing.
Making it HAPPEN
At TICN we aim to go over and beyond the boundaries of
delivering "pure theory" training to our members. Our goal
is to really empower our members to be successful,
smart, confident and thinking investors. Investing is a
serious business and our philosophy of "Making it
Happen" means we aim to provide our members with a
comprehensive spectrum of tools, products and services
that will enable any investor to get started quickly and
easily, and to be ultimately successful in their investments.

Online Trading
Doing your own trades direct with the markets is both
simple and very cost effective. Keeping commissions and
charges to a minimum by doing your trading on your
computer is the very latest in personally investing. Letting
your online trading platform do the work 24/7 is now at
your fingertips with many excellent and valuable built-in
features constantly monitoring your portfolio.(ORP - €355)

Graphs and Charts
Technical analysis of share movements is vital to our
decisions. Graphs and charts and learning how to utilize all
the signals and indicators available on your charting
package is like mapping the most likely future of a share.
There are many powerful indicators on good charting
programs and being able to follow these adds significant
power to your decisions. In this area we can also build
filters which will find shares performing to our
requirements – this saves us many hours of searching.
(ORP - €355)

The Choices with OPTIONS.
CALL Options
An ongoing income from your shares portfolio can be
generated using covered CALL writing. Learning the other
strategies we can use to capitalize on a consistent income
can be very profitable. Buying options can also be very
profitable but is extremely risky for the uneducated – in
this module we cover in detail the positives and the
negatives of option trading. (ORP - €355)

PUT Options

Options Spread Trading
Generating profits with no outlay !!!
A very lucrative strategy in any type of market. Once you
have become familiar with the trading of OPTIONs, many
new strategies become available to you as an investor.
One of the most lucrative is SPREAD trading with Options.
The outlay in monetary terms is zero, and the risk is
minimalised significantly. This final 2 modules in this
series covers in detail how you the investor source, devise
and execute these trades with both debit & credit spreads.
(ORP’s - €595 each)

The markets and shares go down as well as up. PUT
options allow us to trade the downside as well as
protecting our positions. Trading PUTs is the opposite of
trading CALLs where we want the share price to fall.
These are a great way of insuring our long positions also –
just in case !! (ORP - €355)

LEAP Options
LEAPS are long-term options which give us cheaper
positions with huge LEVERAGE. We can accumulate a
portfolio with equal potential as if we owned the share but
with a lot less money, while being able to leverage the
returns significantly. LEAPs often become the favored way
of trading for many investors. (ORP - €475)

Who’s Growing Your
Harvest Investments ?
Why Not YOU ?

Japanese Candlesticks
TAKE YOUR TRADING TO THE NEXT LEVEL
With TICN's Japanese Candlesticks Trading Seminars.

“Technically Japanese” - Candlestick Trading The candlestick is the foundation for all images, sentiment
and interpretations of candlestick charting. The basic
candlestick can take on many forms. It is essential to
learn what an individual candlestick means.
In the TICN "Technically Japanese" Candlesticks Seminar
our presenters teach an in-depth course on using eastern
Japanese candle sticks with western technicals. Here you
learn the secrets to successful utilization of one of the
most POWERFUL trading tools in any Investors Education.
It doesn’t matter if you are experienced or new at
investing or a sophisticated trader, you can learn new
Japanese Candlestick trading techniques to dramatically
improve your investment returns. These signals provide
powerful insights into the direction of a share trend.
If you can see, you can learn the candlestick method.
One of the MOST POWERFUL Trading Tools Available.
(ORP – €475)

ON COMPLETION ..

On completion of this series of UNIQUE stock
market investing education modules you will
have both the knowledge and the experience to
becoming an accomplished shares investor.
Combine this with the experience from your
MMCP education as well as the backup, support
and service of the TICN company and you are
now in the
TOP 1% of stock market investors.
BOOKING Your Place.
To BOOK and SECURE your place simply complete
and return the application form at the back
of this brochure with your ‘Standing Order’ to:
TICN Ltd, Kindrum, Letterkenny,
Co. Donegal, Ireland.
If you still have questions please contact us on
00353 74 9159763. Email mags@ticn.com

TICN are registering MMCP graduate members for our “Elite Investor” promotion. ‘ELITE’ members have the opportunity to
complete all our Stockmarket education modules while EZ-paying the costs over 12 months.
Total ORP is €3,560.00 – however when you register to complete all your “Elite Modules” you get over 40% off the ORP
(a saving of €1,460.00 !!) and pay the balance over 12 monthly amounts of just €175 per month.
‘ELITE’ members complete all 8 modules from ‘Online Trading’ to ‘Spreads’ in the following 12 months at their convenience. ALL modules
are completed ‘online’ through our unique “WEBSHOPS” which are scheduled to cover modules on a monthly basis or at selected
venues throughout the country on a quarterly basis. Online Trading and Charts covers 2 Modules. Options covers 3 Modules.
Candlesticks and Options Spreads covers 3 Modules. All modules are approx. 4hrs in duration and completed over 4hr sessions.
Terms and Conditions of Acceptance.
Please note: – On acceptance of your application you agree to be bound by the following terms:
T.I.C.N. reserves the right to change any part of the modules or seminar schedules, as circumstances require. ELITE members will be notified accordingly.
T.I.C.N. reserves the right to rectify disputes, disagreements or alternative requests as it sees fit and at its sole discretion in as fair a manner as possible.
Members may only complete their modules once the cost of that module has been received. T.I.C.N. reserves the right to refuse any application without
reason. ‘Elite Investor’ is a stand-alone promotion and cannot be combined with any other promotion in operation at the same time.
(Jan 2009)

The EZ-Pay Way ….. ‘Elite Investor’ booking application and payment details.
Please complete fully and write clearly in print format.

Name:
Tel:
Mobile:
Occupation:

Address:
Date: / /200..
Email:
Experience in trading shares:

Applicant Signature:……………………………………………… Date:

Yes:

No:

………………./…………../ 20…..

Please complete and return to:
TICN Ltd, Kindrum, Letterkenny, Co. Donegal. MSA _________________

Standing Order Mandate: To pay your monthly installments by S.O. please complete this section and return to TICN.
To the manager:

Bank or Building Society:

Address:
Account holder:
……………………………………………

Bank account
number:
Your instructions to your Bank or Building Society:

Sort
code:

I instruct you to charge to my account the sum of €175.00 on the 1st of ……………………… 20…... and monthly
thereafter for a period of 12 months - 12 payments in total and credit to:
TICN Ltd – A/c No. 73326022, sort code 93-73-47 at AIB Main St. Letterkenny, Co. Donegal, IRELAND. IBAN IE 21 AIB K 937347 73326022

Account holders Signature:

……………………………………………………………………………………… Date: ………………./…………../ 20…..

Please allow 10 working days prior to your first debit date, to allow your bank to set up this standing order.

